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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

Now today’s entire world has we many issues in internet security and privacy. 

Research survey discusses regarding privacy and security is based on the use of 

internet in travelling, E-Commerce site, social media, banking, study etc. Existing 

system also often faces the problems with the privacy of the entire network system 

and stored private data. To conquer these issues, increment generally utilized 

application and information intricacy, so web administrations have plan to a multi-

layered framework wherein the web server runs the application front-end rationale 

and information is recover to a database or record server. Intrusion detection system 

plays a key role in computer security technique to analysis the data on the server. 

This problem overcome in proposed Duel Security technique is introduced based on 

ecommerce application. For data security we use the message digest algorithm, an in 

built web server of windows platform, with database My SQL Server. In this paper 

proposed system monitoring both web request and database requests. Most of the 

people do their transaction through web based server use. For that purpose duel 

security system is used. The duel security system is used to identify & prevent attacks 

using Intrusion detection system. Duel security prevents attacks and prevents user 

account data from unauthorized updating from his/her account.  

 

Keywords: Duel security, MD algorithm, Intrusion detection, multi-tier web 

application, data leakage detection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Presently day's database security is a significant part of 

every single association. Database is utilized for the store 

information in database isn't adequate for any association, 

since they need to manage all issues identified with database, 

from which one of the primary issue is database security. In 

this paper we plan with the fundamental methodology that 

decides if information put away in database is altered or not. 

Any business can't manage the cost of the danger of an 

unapproved client watching or changing the information in 

their databases. Web administrations are broadly utilized in 

informal organization by individuals. Web administrations 

and applications have gotten prevalent and furthermore their 

multifaceted nature has expanded. The vast majority of the 

errand, for example, banking, long range informal 

communication, and internet shopping are done and 

straightforwardly rely upon web. As we are utilizing web 

administrations which is available wherever for individual 

just as corporate information they are being assaulted 

effectively. Aggressor assaults backend server which gives 

the helpful and significant data in this way separating front 

end assault. Information spillage is the enormous issue for 

businesses and various organizations. It is exceptionally 

hard for any framework director to discover the information 

leaker among the framework clients. It is making a genuine 

danger to associations. It can devastate organization's image 

and its notoriety.  
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Interruption Detection System inspects the assault 

exclusively on web server and database server. So as to 

ensure multi-layered web benefits a proficient framework 

call Intrusion Detection System is expected to recognize 

assaults by mapping web solicitation and SQL inquiry, there 

is immediate causal connection between solicitation got 

from the front end web server and those produced for the 

database backend. Dynamic site permit determined back end 

information change through the HTTP solicitations to 

incorporate the parameters that are variable and rely upon 

the client input. In view of which the mapping between the 

web and the database rang from one to numerous as 

appeared in the mapping model.  

 

The MD5 calculation is a broadly utilized hash capacity 

delivering a 128-piece hash esteem. Notwithstanding the 

way that MD5 was from the start proposed to be used as a 

cryptographic hash work, it has been found to encounter the 

evil impacts of expansive vulnerabilities. It can in any case 

be utilized as a checksum to confirm information honesty, 

yet just against unexpected defilement.  

 

MD5 was structured by Ronald Rivest in 1991 to supplant a 

previous hash work MD4. The truncation "MD" means 

"Message Digest."  

 

SQL infusion is a code infusion system, used to assault 

information driven applications, in which loathsome SQL 

proclamations are embedded into a passage field for 

execution (for example to dump the database substance to 

the assailant). SQL infusion must adventure a security 

helplessness in an application's product, for instance, when 

client info is either mistakenly separated for string strict 

departure characters inserted in SQL explanations or client 

information isn't specifically and out of the blue executed. 

SQL infusion is for the most part known as an assault vector 

for sites however can be utilized to assault any kind of SQL 

database.  

 

SQL infusion assaults enable assailants to parody character, 

alter existing information, cause revocation issues, for 

example, voiding exchanges or evolving balances, permit 

the total exposure of all information on the framework, 

obliterate the information or make it generally inaccessible, 

and become chairmen of the database server.  

 

To make a framework for interruption discovery on static 

and dynamic website pages (making session ID's for every 

client containing the web front end[HTTP] and back 

end[SQL server]) additionally make it ready to keep those 

interruptions from assaulting the pages and it ought to have 

the option to discover the culprit. 

 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

X. Chen, J. Li, X. Huang, J. Mama, and W. Lou," New 

Publicly Verifiable Databases with Efficient Updates", 2015, 

in this paper creator has built up a model which thought of 

unquestionable database (VDB) empowers an asset 

compelled customer to safely redistribute a huge database to 

an untrusted server so it could later recover a database 

record and update it by doling out another worth. Likewise, 

any endeavor by the server to alter the information will be 

distinguished by the customer. Creator proposes another 

VDB system from vector duty dependent on the possibility 

of responsibility official. The development isn't just open 

unquestionable yet in addition secure under the FAU assault. 

Moreover, he demonstrates that our development can 

accomplish the ideal security properties.  

 

Anmin Fu, Shui Yu, Yuqing Zhang, Huaqun Wang, 

Chanying Huang, "NPP: A New Privacy-Aware Public 

Auditing Scheme for Cloud Data Sharing with Group 

Users", 2016, this paper creator structure another protection 

mindful open reviewing system for shared cloud 

information by developing a homomorphic evident 

gathering mark. In contrast to the current arrangements, our 

plan requires in any event bunch chiefs to recoup a follow 

key agreeably, which wipes out the maltreatment of single-

authority control and gives non-frameability. In addition, 

our plan guarantees that gathering clients can follow 

information changes through assigned twofold tree; and can 

recoup the most recent right information square when the 

present information square is harmed. What's more, the 

conventional security investigation and exploratory 

outcomes show that our plan is provably secure and 

proficient.  

 

Ekta Naik, Ramesh Kagalkar, "Distinguishing and 

Preventing Intrusions In Multi-level Web Applications", 

2014, In this paper, creator proposes executed twofold 

gatekeeper utilizing web data and administration supervisor 

Furthermore, it measure the restrictions of any multitier IDS 

regarding instructional meetings and usefulness inclusion. I 

am executing the aversion procedures for assaults. I am 

additionally discovering IP Address of interloper. A system 

Intrusion Detection System can be characterized into two 

kinds: inconsistency recognition and abuse discovery. 

Peculiarity discovery initially requires the IDS to 

characterize and described the right and satisfactory static 

structure and dynamic conduct of the framework, which 

would then be able to be utilized to recognize unusual 

changes or atypical conduct.  

 

V. Vu, S. Setty, A.J. Blumberg, and M. Walfish, "A half 

breed architecturefor intuitive unquestionable calculation", 

2013, this work is promising yet experiences one of two 
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issues: it is possible that it depends on costly cryptography, 

or else it applies to a confined class of calculations. More 

regrettable, it isn't in every case clear which convention will 

perform better for a given issue. He depict a framework that 

(a) broadens upgraded refinements of the non-cryptographic 

conventions to an a lot more extensive class of calculations, 

(b) utilizes static examination to flop over to the 

cryptographic ones when the non-cryptographic ones would 

be progressively costly, and (c) consolidates this center into 

a fabricated framework that incorporates a compiler for a 

significant level language, a circulated server, and GPU 

speeding up. Trial results show that our framework performs 

preferable and applies all the more generally over the best in 

the writing.  

 

S. Pearson and A. Benameur, "Protection, security, and trust 

issues emerging from distributed computing", 2010, Cloud 

processing is a rising worldview for enormous scale 

frameworks. It has the upside of diminishing expense by 

sharing processing and capacity assets, joined with an on-

request provisioning instrument depending on a 

compensation for every utilization plan of action. These new 

highlights directly affect its planning yet additionally 

influence conventional security, trust and protection 

components. A significant number of these components are 

never again satisfactory, yet should be reconsidered to fit 

this new worldview. In this paper he survey how security, 

trust and protection issues happen with regards to 

distributed computing and talk about manners by which they 

might be tended to. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In Existing System we often face the problems with the 

privacy of the network system and private data. There are 

some security issues like data modification can be done by 

attackers using unauthorized access. It will be the loss of 

business person because restore facility for modified data is 

not available. 

The attacker objective for using the data tempering and 

injection technique is lies in gaining control over the 

application database. In a web based application 

environment, most of the web based applications, social 

web sites, banking websites, online shopping websites 

works on the principle of single entry point authentication 

which requires user identity and password.  

A user is known by the system supported his identity. This 

process of validation based on user name and password, is 

referred as authentication. 

In general shopper send a communications protocol request 

to net the online the net server and web server successively 

send it to the information layer. 

Database end contains relational tables so queries will be 

proceeding and result will be send to the web server.  

So entire method is information driven and every 

information contains several tables that why SQLIA may be 

simply doable at this level. 

 

SQL Injection could be a basic attack used for principally 2 

intentions: 1st to realize unauthorized access to information 

and second to retrieve data from information. Function 

primarily based SQL Injection attacks most vital to note as a 

result of these attacks doesn’t need information. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 
Fig 1. System architecture 

 

Module Explanation: 

 

Client Module:  

Client can approve login get to. He can refresh all close to 

home data. He additionally can offer position to created 

secure encryption process.  

 

Deals Department:  

Deals office fill in as a programmer. Here programmer 

changes the database estimation of any item without 

confirmation.  

 

Administrator Module:  

Administrator is the approved individual, he check all the 

client action records just as profile. He likewise watch the 

hardening on changing the qualities from information base.  
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

Conclusion: 

This is an Application of Modified data detection system 

through unauthorized access. By using MD5 algorithm we 

are restoring modified data in cooperation the front end web 

(HTTP) requests and back end DB (SQL) queries. 

 

Future Scope: 

In future we can analyze the phishing attack and cross site 

scripting attack can be installed on wide range of machines 

having different operating systems and platforms. In  our  

future we work on global server to analysis the temper 

server. 
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